Introduction
This paper summarizes an important part of my thesis. It describes a new modelization of Toeplitz operators. It establishes also a connection between the theory of pseudodifferential operators and the theory of spaces of entire functions. Moreover, we give a simple characterisation of Toeplitz operators as compositions of a multiplication by a function defined on C 72 and a fixed projection. We provide also a natural notion of «total symbol)) for Toeplitz operators and show that nonnegativity of the total symbol is a sufficient condition for positivity of the corresponding Toeplitz operators. Sharp Garding inequalities of any order for Toeplitz operators follow from it.
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Preliminaries
Let X be the boundary of a strictly convex bounded open set D of C 71 that we assume to be smooth. We ask also D to contain the origin and can define its supporting function by h{z) = sup Rew • z. xeD h(z) is a smooth convex and positively homogeneous function defined on C 7^ \ 0. Since D is strictly convex, we can equip X with a differential form a G f^(X) such that a A (da)
71 " 1 vanishes nowhere in X. This makes X into a contact manifold; equivalently, this provides a symplectic submanifold S ofT*(X). Indeed, D is defined by an inequation r < 0 with r <E G 00^) , dr ^ 0 on X and set a = -i9r\x' S is then the halfline bundle spanned by a, i.e. 8 -171^) is defined by Tqf = So(Qf). We define also the principal symbol of the Toeplitz operator TQ to be the principal symbol of Q restricted to the symplectic manifold S, that is :
Further informations about these notions and notations can be found [2] and [3] .
The wave packets transform
We first describe the Hilbert spaces of « entire functions of exponential type » we need and then define wave packets and wave packets transform. 
At a point x G X we want to define a wave packet as the function z ^ e xz~h(<z \ for every z G C^ This leads to introduce the wave packets transform :
The formal adjoint of W is thus defined by the integral :
Jc"-
Obviously, W is a linear operator acting on C°°(X) into the intersection f°° = ^\£ 8 . We show now continuity of the operators W and W* as well as we work out their domain and range. LEMMA 1. Proof. -There exists a vector field L such that L^^) = e x ' z ; this L is of the form z\~lL^(z/\z\^x^Ox)' L is defined as follow : there is a nonnegative function g 6 C 00^71 ) homogeneous of degree 0 such that
where (. .) is the scalar product of differential forms on X. Then, we This proves that W/ C 8°°. Continuity follows from the fact that / i-^ CN^/) is a seminorm on C^X). Moreover, W is well defined on distribution densities space C~°°{X) since X is compact and the function i-^ e^ is smooth. Indeed, let / be a distribution of C~°°(X), the value Wf(z) is equal to (/,e^) and moreover, a distribution with compact support is of finite order. The inequality that results from the last fact shows that Wf € E-00 and the continuity of W : C~°°(X) -> 8~°° when -oo^ ^g equiped with the weak topology. The first statement is then proved and the second one can be obtained by duality. Q LEMMA 2.
(
i) The range of the operator W : C°°(X) -^ 8°° is dense.
(ii) The range of the operator W :
Proof. -Let S~ be the space of entire functions u e A(C n ) such that \u{z}\ < Ce^'^ for some C > 0 and r > 0. Such a function is the Laplace transform of a measure ^ defined on X. We get thus
be the projection onto C°°(X) thanks to the Szego projection. This integral is definite since the Szego kernel is definite for y^y' belonging to D and is smooth in the complement of the diagonal of X x X ([4]). We obtain u(z) = (^e^) = Wf(z). This shows the inclusion 8~ C W(C°°(X)). Since the inclusion £~ C 8
s is continuous with dense range, we conclude to the first statement.
The image of ^^(C 71 ) by TV* contains all exponential functions of type x ^ Ge^ with C > 0 and a e C". The set generated by these exponentials is dense in 0°(X) and then in 0°°{X) since the range of TV* is obviously analytic. Moreover, we get these inclusions :
which implies the second statement after continuity of TV* and density of {Ce^} in 0°°(X). D '
The composition WW is defined on C°°(X) and ranges into 0°°(X). The composition formula reads : Proof. -Note that the symplectic cone S is the set of covectors (x, ^) of the form x = 29h/9z(z) and $ = -iz ' dx\^. Now, the phase function is :
It can easily be checked that 0 is a good nondegenerated complex-valued phase function [8] . The canonical relation C associated to 0 is the range of the cotangent map
The real points of this relation form the graph of ids. It follows that the Schwartz kernel of TV* W is a lagrangien distribution of I°(X x X ; C) (see [7] , [8] ). It can be shown that the set of critical points
is a conic submanifold along which Im 0 is transversally elliptic. A detailed proof of this can be found in my thesis; it is similar to that one of corollary (1.3) in [4] . [] (X) . In other words, we may say that we made a microlocal analysis of these waves and have obtained their asymptotic behaviour in terms of entire functions of exponentiel type.
The transport
In the section we will transport Toeplitz operators into operators that will be called «multiplicators ». We define also these operators and show how they arise from the transport.
The set of bounded linear operators of order m e R defined on 0 s (X) is denoted by ^{0). The intersection L-°°(0) = ^^(0) is the space of regularizing operators; it is in fact equal to T~°°(X), the set of Toeplitz operators associated with a regularizing pseudodifferential operator on X.
We want to make the wave packets transform into a unitary operator. Thus, since TV* TV is elliptic, we may set : 
X'-z^ (2-(z),-iz).
\ is a canonical map (symplectomorphism) if C 71 is equiped with the symplectic form 2i99h. Indeed, the Liouville form is
Qh since x == 2_r and ^ = -iz we get x • d^ = -2i9h and the symplectic form is
Obviously, VF*TV and U^U are Fourier integral operators associated with the same complex canonical relation C which is also the one of any Toeplitz operators when they are viewed as Fourier integral operators.
We define now our « multiplicators ». From now on, we take m € R and 6 e [0, ^). We denote by T^X) the set of Toeplitz operators of order m and type (1-6^6) and by S^ the space of all functions of the form ao^ where a e 6^"_^(S) is a pseudodifferential symbol of order m and type (1 -^, 6 ). (1 -6,6) 
DEFINITION. -A multiplzeator of order m and type

Recall that a(T) is the principal symbol of T.
Proof. -Let P be a pseudodifferential operator such that T = SoPSo. The assertion is equivalent to
For / e 0°°(X), write u = Wj. In order to estimate PWu, we will use local coordinates, a partition of unity and the formula of stationnary phase [8, formula 2.28]. To that purpose, take local coordinates in a neighbourhood of a point x e X and let p(x, ^) be the local expression of the symbol of P. If p is an almost-analytic extension of p in the sense of A. MELIN and J. SJOSTRAND [8] we can use the stationnary phase method to estimate the local expression of PW^u at the point x. After somme calculations, we get (ii) UT^WU^ =OPS^+L-°°(£).
Proof. -Let T e T^^X) according to LEMMAS 1 and 2, we have
r -uop{a(T) o ^)u" e r^+^-^x).
Set ao = cr(^) ° X-By an iterative procedure, we get two sequences a, C sJ^+ J(2^1) and p, G S^2 6 -^^) such that a, = p, o ^. Since 26 -1 < 0, there exists a symbol p G 6'{"_^(S) such that p ~ Sj^-and r -U0p(p o ^)U" C L-°°((^). This gives :
The opposite inclusion follows from LEMMA 2 and from the fact that a regularizing operator of L~°°{0) is a Toeplitz operator of any order. This shows the first statement and the second one can be deduced from the first one thanks to the transport.
It is important to say that L~°°{£) is not completely included in OPS" 00 , that is : regularizing operators on the f-side may have no symbol in S~0 0 . See for instance the operator that for every u e 8 s gives the constant function 'u(O).
Note also that an analytic differential operator on C^ with constant complex coefficients and of any order belongs to L° (8) . On the other hand, multiplication by a polynomial of order m in the z and z variables is an element of L^^). This is a situation opposite to the Toeplitz operators'one.
Symbols
We define in this section the notions of principal and total symbols of Toeplitz operators. We describe the symbol calculus which is similar to the pseudodifferentiaPs one and give sharp Garding inequalities.
As for pseudodifferential operators, the principal symbol of a multiplicator is defined by the isomorphism OPS^/OPS^1-1 ^S^/E^1-1 .
Principal symbol of a multiplicator A is written cr^(A); formally, we just wrote cr(A), but because of the introduction of the notion of «total)) symbol, we need to subscribe «pr)) or «tot)) below a. According to THEOREM 2, a multiplicator A e OPS^ can be written in the form : A = UTU" with T 6 T^(X) and LEMMA 1 of § 3 shows that <7pr(r)o;Y=crpr(A).
The principal symbol calculus of Toeplitz operators is completely transported (see [2] , [3] ). Here { ., . } is the Poisson brackets on C"^ equiped with the symplectic form 2iQ9h. We will not reproduce here the proof since it is only an easy exercice of translation.
A Toeplitz operator, modulo regularizing operators, is not canonically represented by a total symbol. Anyway, recall the definition of a multiplicator :
It is natural to call this a 6 S^ the total symbol of the multiplicator Op(a). According to THEOREM 2, any Toeplitz operator T G Tg rl (X) can be written :
T=UOp(a)U^R with a <E S^ and R <E L~°°(0). The proof is obvious.
We can state also the sharp Garding inequality of any order for Toeplitz operators. 
